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In an earlier work entitled Least Favorite and exhibited along-

side Character Descriptions, Greene asked his family to explain 

which project of his was their least favorite and why. The result-

ing bookwork, though produced prior to the new piece, oddly 

amplifies all the tangents and flavors apparent in Character 

Descriptions. It is a hilarious, touching, and revealing ad hoc 

essay on both artistic production, its meaning, and the honest 

appraisal of something that deigns to indicate itself as a “work 

of art.” Greene’s family members are clear and concise in their 

assessments and are not reticent to share their opinions though 

his father immediately suffers pangs of guilt for his honesty. 

Both are works that reiterate important ideas about this activity 

we call art. Key among them is a perpetually fluid notion of per-

ception and the reminder that “meaning” is not a codified entity 

embedded within a specific object or image. It floats around in 

the ether, the atmosphere and the spaces between things. It is 

by no means simply a matter of chance—Greene makes a lot of 

conscious decisions along the way—but it is about spontane-

ity and, within that, it could even be said to accept the idea of 

potential failure. 

All of which endears the work to me even more. In its droll humor 

and sometimes dry appearance there is an acute and deeply-felt 

impulse that combines many complex emotional states—surprise, 

tenderness and, above all, generosity. If on the front end, the works 

appear self-consciously smart and contrived, so what? As we, and 

Greene, move into and through the works, they blossom exponen-

tially, widening to accept all manner of outcome, embracing the 

possible, whatever it is.

John Massier

Visual Arts Curator



While reviewing dozens of artists’ proposals in the summer of 2008 

with my wide-eyed intern Cassandra, we happened upon a package 

from Joshua Greene that detailed some of his works and directed us 

to his website where we proceeded to browse. There was his request 

to borrow the bed of artist Sophie Calle in order to recover from a 

failed relationship. There was Service Works, in which Greene 

provided monthly project grants to artists based upon his waitering 

tips. There was his stint as an unlicensed therapist. His hiring 

a furried mascot as a museum docent. And his conversation about 

art ideas with a live chimpanzee. The documented works were 

il lustrated, but the works themselves were primarily not image-

based, more a series of halfway implausible scenarios laced with 

droll humor and blunt, understated purpose.

It had been a long review day and the “Thanks But No Thanks” pile 

was the largest by far. We were tired by the time we sat looking at 

Greene’s work, but we spent a long time with it. Each project we 

learned about seemed to amplify the sardonic wit of the whole body 

of work, building upon each other in unexpected but sensible ways. 

When I finally turned to Cassandra and asked her what she thought, 

she beamed brightly: “I think it’s sweet…” Thus was created The 

Sweet Pile and after reviewing dozens of packages that day, Joshua 

Greene’s was the lone package occupying said pile.

So what’s the relevance of a 20 year old intern’s enthusiasm for 

work she has never seen and for which she has no context, art 

historical or otherwise? The relevance in Cassandra’s subjective 

reaction was her immediate and intuitive sense (which I shared) that 

plenty was going on in this body of work. If it seemed a little jokey 

or sarcastic at times, it also more often seemed deeply sincere. 

If a given work described a somewhat ludicrous scenario, it did so 

with a straight face and without subterfuge. 

Throughout these works, Greene was occupying a space in which he 

never seemed to take himself or his art too seriously, yet he did this 

with all seriousness. They seemed like high concept works without 

the layer of pretension that so often accompanies concept. Though 

less image- and object-based than many kinds of art, preferring the 

malleable possibilit ies within situations, Greene’s work does employ 

a concise, almost clinical, mannerism. This creates a cool objectiv-

ity about his propositions—a professional air—while simultaneously, 

there is always just a faint whiff of parody hovering close by. 

While the works are not collaborative in the sense that any other 

artist is helping develop the ideaas, they are entirely collaborative 

in the innumerable ways Greene’s projects rely on others—often 

non-artists—to participate, activate, and further the work toward its 

as-yet unknowable conclusion. This is sufficiently interesting, as 

his parameters are broad enough to insure that unexpected results 

may flourish. But even the completion of a project does not always 

guarantee a final resolution to the notion originally proposed. 

Greene does not refer to his work as performance art, but there is 

a large dose of the performative throughout, particularly as perfor-

mances for the camera. In some cases, he is performing the key 

element in a work. Other times, he has constructed and—in the case 

of Character Descriptions—cast the performers who will be enacting 

the work. Like that whiff of parody, the performative elements arrive 

in differing degrees, depending on the circumstances, and those 

circumstances can shift with subtle significance. He has noted that 

when he began his Unlicensed Therapist project, almost everyone 

who visited peppered him with questions about this questionable 

occupation, until he began asking if that was what they were there 

for, after which his participants/peformers/patients duly turned their 

attention back to themselves and began to unload their angst.

In Character Descriptions, Greene requested that his wife, parents, 

and siblings each write their own character descriptions, which 

Greene then used to cast and script a short fi lm with actors portray-

ing his family members in dialogue with an actor portraying Greene. 

It’s a work that was conceived and executed quickly, demonstrated 

by the number of times his unpaid actors eyeball the offscreen cue 

cards. At the same time, most shots were accomplished in one or 

two takes, so what might be considered the roughness of a rough 

cut actually feeds back into the work, fueling its sense of spontane-

ity. On first viewing the work, I was so taken with the reasonable 

level of intensity in the performances that I barely noticed the cue 

card gazing. Some of the performances are more cohesive than oth-

ers, but all are impassioned and invested and manage to evoke all 

the sentiments and perspectives that have been scripted. Perhaps 

unsurprisingly, though the characters on based on Greene’s actual 

family, they tend to fall into familiar character types. 

The Younger Brother has that little edge of competitive hostil ity 

toward his older brother, coupled with an acute awareness of his 

sibling: “You basically have two main modes of behavior—tease 

mercilessly or engage fully and offer good advice on serious mat-

ters.” The Sister can’t believe that character Greene is unwilling to 

display the “nephew calendar” he has received as a gift, though he 

notes with somewhat casual cruelty that he has gotten a lot of mile-

age out of the captions. The Youngest Sister is energetic, animated, 

and more than ready to converse but her chosen topic of roommate 

ruminations fails to register as character Greene, as per his own 

fated words, “checks out” of the conversation entirely and begins re-

marking on the traffic. The Father dances around critiquing his son’s 

living as an artist while gently poking the point home in allusions 

to security, family, and the future. The Mother is emphatic in every 

aspect regarding her son’s communication skills: “Joshua, what is 

wrong with you? Did you forget to listen!?” And The Wife, arguing for 

the couple getting a cat, is on the receiving end of the unexpected 

rebuttal that perhaps they should have a kid instead—as character 

Greene suggests, “All the benefits of a cat, minus the hairballs.”

What is perhaps most interesting about Greene’s scripted familial 

vignettes is that he writes himself as arguably the least likable 

character in the film, the wise-cracking family member who every-

one simultaneously loves and tolerates. When initiating the project, 

Greene prompted family members by including his own character 

description as an example:

“A slightly more handsome and younger version of Chris Elliott, Josh 

is of average height and weight with large blue/green eyes and a 

prominent nose. He is balding. He speaks in a monotone and rarely 

gets visibly excited. He does talk with his hands a fair amount and 

tends to smile while speaking. He usually has his head tilted to 

one side or the other. He is funny with a quick wit and often does 

not know when not to joke about something. Amidst family he often 

is somewhat checked out, though he will regularly offer a snide or 

funny comment. He asks probing questions and is somewhat of a 

provocateur. He teases to the point of excess and then often has to 

do damage control. When he is nervous he smells the back of his 

hand. He sometimes says things that are inappropriate.”

The tone of his character is set immediately at the outset of the 

piece, as his Younger Brother begins the video with “Let me preface 

this by saying that it may or may not be funny,” to which character 

Greene promptly replies, “Seems awfully funny so far.” Few of us 

know Greene’s family, so there’s no way to verify the efficacy of the 

portrayals, but we respond easily to the truth in the types portrayed 

and the nature of their relationships with the artist. That is the unex-

pected and unanticipated space the work occupies, once Greene has 

established his parameters and set the entire production careening 

forward. 


